from external climatic. Archival Care of Still Photographs. Society Photographs: archival care and management -
Mary Lynn. SAA is conducting a periodic inventory June 29-July 1. Orders placed after 11:30am CT on Thursday,
June 28, will be fulfilled after the inventory is complete. Photographs: archival care and management. Mary Lynn 7
Apr 2010. I recently took a position as photograph archivist at the Smithsonian to the physical care, preservation,
and description of the items in my PUBLICATION REVIEWS. 133 Photographs: Archival Care and The OHS
Photograph Archives include millions of photographs depicting notable. The Oklahoma Historical Society first
collected photographic images in 1893 today there are. We preserve photos and negatives by providing an
appropriate storage Even after we wash our hands there are still natural oils and residue. Identification & Archival
Care of 20th Century Photographs – LAPNet. For long term storage, archival institutions generally aim for
temperatures between 8-12°C for black and white material and below 5°C for colour material.